
Message from the PVC:

I am happy to issue this brief message for the inaugural edition of

the eNewsletter of the NCIDE. I am sure that this newsletter will

turn out to be an excellent mechanism for reaching out to the

distance education community at large.More...

Managing of Ideas and Innovations:

The NCIDE has developed a mechanism called the Innovation

Management System (IMS), to manage new ideas and innovations.

The IMS has been deigned as an online platform where the

innovators (teachers, learners, others) can share their nascent

ideas. Through this platform, the innovators can interact with each

other, with NCIDE, and with other stakeholders (teachers,

learners,educators, sponsors etc.).More...

Towards Virtual Science Lab:

There is rising need for innovative mechanisms of providing

laboratory based experiments through computer simulations and

on-demand video demonstrations. NCIDE has developed a Virtual

Laboratory (VLab) application based on computer simulations and

on-demand video demonstration which provides an innovative and

timely solution to the ODL system, particularly in the Indian

context.More...

On-Demand Exam: an Innovative venture in

Evaluation:

On-Demand Examination is a step forward to make the

examination system more flexible and to provide an opportunity for

the learners to take up the examinations as per their wish and

preparation. . Under the scheme of On-Demand Examinations,

IGNOU students can walk into the identified Exam Centre of the

University on the prescribed days as per their choice and appear

for the examination in the course in which they are

registered.More...

Our Website

http://ncide.ignou.ac.in

In This Issue:

Welcome to the first issue of

ennovate - the NCIDE

eNewsletter. We are

pleased to announce the

inaugural issue of the

ennovate, which we hope to

issue on a bi-monthly basis

with news and events

relevant to innovations and

other developments in the

field of distance education.

NCIDE sincerely hopes that

the ennovate will provide

the readership with useful

information and an

important means of

communications for all

educators and

teachers.This issue

contains an  article on

Management of Ideas and

Innovation through IMS. It

also contains an article on a

VLab application for

providing laboratory based

experiments through

computer simulations. It

also discusses On-demand

examination system as a

step towards a more flexible

examination system.

Notable Quotable:

If you have an apple and I have an

apple and we exchange these

apples, then you and I still each

have one apple. But if you have an

idea and I have an idea and we

exchange these ideas, then each

of us will have two.               

George Bernard Shaw  

If you are interested in commenting

on something in this issue or

contributing to a future issue

please contact: ncide@ignou.ac.in
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